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Converging Insecurities

• Food & Nutrition

• Water

• Energy

• All amplified by Climate change



The role of Agriculture

• Biggest employer of people

• Biggest water user (75% of diverted freshwater)

• 26% of global greenhouse emissions 

- on track to be the largest emitting sector

• Causes 78% of eutrophication

• Uses 87% of ice-free, non-desert land

• The main driver of deforestation

AND

• The most effective way 

to lift people from poverty

In the Anthropocene, agriculture is the 

biggest lever humans can pull
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Food Systems central to meeting SDGs

Source: 
Caron, Patrick et al (2018). Food systems for sustainable development: proposals for a profound four-part 
transformation. Agronomy for Sustainable Development 38:41  https://doi.org/10.1007/s13593-018-0519-1

https://doi.org/10.1007/s13593-018-0519-1
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Win more, lose less?

• Seductive proposition!

• Implies we can: 

– identify and capture synergies

– identify and manage/minimize trade-offs

– across multiple SDGs

• Harder than it seems, 

especially given how we are currently 

organised



BUT: our agricultural innovation system 

is so last Century…

• Big challenges for agriculture: climate, water, food, nutrition, 

energy, gender, resource competition, biosecurity, social license

• All cross-sectoral, with strong public-good dimensions

• Yet innovation architecture is overwhelmingly commodity-based, 

production-focused, farm-based, agri-centric, with at best modest 

incentives & capacity for public-good, system-level innovation

• Innovation system architecture for the 21st Century needs better 

integration of research, technology development, private sector 

value chains, extension, education and governance 



Implications for CGIAR

• Multidisciplinarity
(not at expense of disciplinary excellence)

• Transdisciplinarity (end users involved 

throughout, sophisticated participatory methods)

• Brokering new collaborations 
(e.g. public health, nutrition, energy, ICT, finance)

• Building critical mass

– 5% Global GDP – (primary production)

– 30%  Global GDP – (whole food system)

– 5%   Global R&D – USD $70B (0.9B in CGIAR)

• New coalitions of investors

• Need to get better at informing policy
(more social sciences, mixed methods, political economy)



• Explicit linkage of CGIAR outputs to SDGs vital

 Synergies and trade-offs a useful lens

• Last week’s IPCC 1.5C report further raises stakes

• CGIAR distinctive strengths:

 Footprint (people & facilities) in low- and middle-income countries

 History, credibility and long-term partnerships

 Architecture of Centers, CRPs (Integrating & AFS) & Platforms

 Creative tension: ‘core’ breeding programs vs ‘peripheral’ systems work

• Challenge (& opportunity) for the CGIAR is to identify & capture synergies 

across this diverse system

 be honest about where CGIAR is not ‘best in class’ or fit for purpose

 ‘fund the arrows’ - invest more core $$ on synergies & trade-offs

Final thoughts
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We need a compelling narrative 
(grounded in practice) around how 

CGIAR delivers knowledge and innovation
to progress multiple SDGs (beyond SDG2) 


